
Introduction

Ultimate dForce bed is a modular bed platform with multiple bed bases, a mattress with pillows,
and a Physics driven dForce duvet/comforter. This set is compatible with all figures, generations, all
poses and all morphs. The dForce driven Duvet/Comforter can also be used in circumstances other
than the given beds. You can either build your own bed out of the modular pieces available, or use a

pre-made prefab.

Quick Start Guide

1. Load both your character(s) and a bed into the scene. If you're not using one of the supplied 
prefabs, you will need a frame, mattress & pillows, and finally the dForce Duvet.

2. Pose your characters on the bed.
3. Double click the “Disable Memorized Pose” button in the root folder. This will make sure 

your characters remain in place during the simulation.
4. Navigate to the “simulation settings” tab, and hit “simulate”
5. Your Duvet should now be draped onto your character(s). If you experience any poke-

through, either from the characters or the underside of the sheet, you need to utilize the 
supplied expansion morphs that ship with the Duvet. The will be in the “Actor/Adjustment 
Morphs” section of the parameters tab when the dForce duvet is selected.

Quilted Morph

There is an additional morph supplied with the Duvet named “Quilted”. This will morph the duvet
into a patched, quilted style. Please bare in mind that this morph needs to be applied after the Duvet

has been simulated, not before.

Freeze Simulation

If you wish to simulate the Duvet separately to other scene assets, you can freeze the Duvet mesh.
Select the duvet, Go to parameters/General and toggle the “Freeze Simulation” button to “on”. Now

you can keep the Duvet in place whilst continuing to use dforce. 

Thank You

Thank you for purchasing Ultimate dForce Bed. If you are still experiencing difficulties after
reading this handy manual, there are multiple ways you can contact me. Contact me via the Daz3d

forums via PM, the official forum thread for this product, or email me at
Dazkindredarts@gmail.com. 
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